Abstract--The paper presents a numerical technique to solve the problem of corona discharge in a blade-plate electrodes system. The coupled Poisson and charge conservation equations are solved by FEM and MOC (Method Of Characteristics) respectively to determine the distributions of potential and charge density. The structured mesh is redefined at each step of the iterative scheme; a simplified injection law allows us to obtain solutions which compare very favorably with experimental ones.
I. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
In problems where a space charge r is injected into the insulating medium (corona effect in gases, charge injection in liquids), this space charge modifies the distribution of electrical field E which, in turn, controls the distribution of space charge. The electric field is very inhomogeneous near the injecting electrode generally characterized by a small radius of curvature r 0 (wire, blade, and needle). For corona effect in a gas, the charge is generated by the partial discharge in a small region of high field close to the blade edge or to the needle tip. As the size of the bi-ionized zone is very limited this zone is usually neglected and its effect is taken into account through a law of charge injection [1, 2] .
The configuration considered here is the 2-D problem associated to a blade of small thickness and radius of curvature facing a plate. The two coupled equations (Poisson Eq. 1 and charge conservation Eq. 2), governing the electrical potential V and the charge density r of the injected ionic species in the drift zone, are in non dimensional form [1, 2]:
(2) Where E = -V. The (non dimensional) boundary conditions associated with (1) are of Dirichlet type on the electrodes: V blade = 1, V plate = 0. The Neumann condition ¶V/ ¶n = 0 applies on the axis of symmetry and on the outer boundary (field line).
Only one boundary condition concerning r is associated with (2): the charge density must be prescribed at the injector [1, 2]:
This relation holds at every point M of the injecting electrode where the field E(M) is greater than the threshold field E th for corona inception (when E(M) < E th we take r inj .(M) = 0).
II. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE Eq. (1) with its boundary conditions is solved using the finite element method (FEM) on the structured mesh. The method of characteristics (MOC) is used to determine r at the nodes lying on field lines (this eliminates the numerical diffusion). Successive approximations with an underrelaxation procedure lead to convergence of the iteration scheme. One important (and delicate) point is that the structured mesh is redefined at each iteration (the nodes are intersections of field lines and equipotential lines).
III. RESULTS
The used technique (MOC) with redefinition of the structured mesh gives satisfactory results: the current flowing from the blade to the plate is conserved to within a very few percent. The profile of current density on the collector calculated for several applied voltage (Fig. 1) exhibits the quasi-discontinuity revealed by current density measurement (this corresponds physically to the lateral boundary of the ionized zone at the edge of the blade). We note that the numerical technique gives solutions which satisfactorily account for the observations. Finally the numerical solutions are compared with experimental results on a blade-plate set-up (r 0 = 0.5 mm, distance d = 5 cm) concerning the current-voltage curves and the current density distributions. The relevance of the injection law (3) to model the corona discharge is then discussed. 
